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The Nature Conservancy
in W est V irginia
state owned and among the largest, most spectacular falls in
southern West Virginia. The preserve, which includes part of
the Bluestone Gorge, is a refuge for the federally threatened
shrub Virginia spiraea.

Brush Creek Preserve

Hungry Beech Preserve

Brush Creek is a tributary of the Bluestone River in Mercer
County. Its lovely, wooded valley, which adjoins a West Virginia
Turnpike overlook area, is home to rare plants and spring
wildflowers. A trail follows Brush Creek to its falls, which are

This 124-acre Roane County preserve is notable for its exceptional stand of cove hardwood trees. It was acquired in partnership with the garden clubs of West Virginia. Some of the oaks
and beech trees are 13 feet in circumference. Like most Nature
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arly in its 50-year history of conservation
work in the Mountain State, The Nature
Conservancy’s West Virginia Chapter
provided interim funding to acquire an
unusual collection of huge, moss-covered
boulders atop Droop Mountain. This scenic natural area is now popular Beartown
State Park. Since then, the chapter has
helped conserve a staggering 120,000 acres in West Virginia,
thanks to numerous resources and energetic, capable volunteers and staff. The diligence of all involved has produced an
impressive list of protected lands, including a network of nature
preserves across the state. Nine were highlighted last month in
Part I of this article. Here are seven more:
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Eidolon Nature Preserve
Located in Morgan County west of Berkeley Springs, the
Eidolon Nature Preserve covers 354 acres atop Sidling Hill and
includes scenic views of Sleepy Creek. The land was a bequest
to TNC by Marguerite Zapoleon, who wanted to foster nature
education and appreciation. The preserve is renowned for its
diverse population of nesting and migratory birds, including
many warblers. It is managed by the Potomac Valley Audubon
Society.
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Marl Marshes

Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Yankauer donated 107 acres for this preserve in 1967. Located just north of Shepherdstown in Jefferson
County, it is notable for oak forests surrounded by red cedar
glades that overlook the Potomac River. The terrain ranges
from former farmland to high limestone cliffs. Mixed habitat
makes this area excellent for birding and wildflower walks.
More than 400 known plant species are found here. Yankauer
has a network of trails and is managed by the Potomac Valley
Audubon Society, which sponsors educational events there
throughout the year.
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Conservancy preserves, Hungry Beech Preserve is open for hiking and nature study.
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Found in the Shenandoah Valley, Marl marshes are highly
unusual wetlands that support plants not commonly found in
the area. TNC has protected two in Jefferson County, including the largest remaining example, Altona Marsh, located near
Charles Town. Nearby, the Conservancy and its partners have
protected Harewood, the last Colonial plantation still owned by
the Washington family. Dolly and James Madison were married
at the stone mansion, which was built by George Washington’s
brother Samuel and overlooks another marl marsh.

Greenland Gap

Slaty Mountain Preserve
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This Monroe County tract was donated by MeadWestvaco
to protect a shale barren that provides habitat for a globally
rare plant community. Thirteen shale barren plant species,
found only on dry, almost desertlike habitats in the Central
Appalachians, are found here. Located near historic Sweet
Springs, the preserve offers excellent birding.

Yankauer Preserve
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(Top) The Nature Conservancy has protected two marl marshes,
or highly unusual wetlands, in Jefferson County. Courtesy of the
Chesapeake Bay Program
The Brush Creek Preserve in Mercer County includes magnificent
Brush Creek Falls. © Mike McCormick
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Scenic Greenland Gap harbors plants and animals normally found
at higher elevations.

Bartgis notes, “We can also increase the resiliency of
damaged habitats, and so we have greatly invested in expanding the restoration of our ecosystems. Working with many
partners, we have significant initiatives aimed at restoring our
spruce forests, controlling invasives in the Potomac headwaters, restoring fire to where it naturally belongs, and healing
streams and wetlands.”
Throughout its half-century of dedicated, science-based
conservation efforts in West Virginia, TNC has worked with
farmers, timber companies, energy companies, private landowners, and others to protect thousands of acres of biologically and ecologically important land. Indeed, it has protected
more West Virginia land than all other land trusts combined.
The Conservancy has also provided short-term funding
to secure protection of special lands until federal or state
resources became available. Its nonconfrontational, scientific
approach has won respect and fostered cooperation in negotiations, allowing TNC to meet the environmental challenges
of the past 50 years. The group is indeed well poised to successfully meet the challenges of the next half century.
For more information about TNC and its preserves, or
how to volunteer, visit www.nature.org/WestVirginia, or call
the chapter at 304. 637.0160.
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Although land conservation is still at its heart, through the
years, TNC’s West Virginia Chapter has broadened its goals
in response to environmental changes. Rodney Bartgis, the
chapter’s director, explains: “While we are still interested in
protecting places that harbor rare and unique plants, animals,
and natural communities, we are increasingly interested
in conserving places at a larger scale—that is, large blocks
of mostly intact forests, where ecosystems can continue to
function at the landscape scale—and connections among such
places. These areas will be able to continue to give us clean
water, offer recreation, store carbon, and provide the many
other benefits that natural systems do.”
Bartgis adds that the best candidates for conservation
help “protect watersheds, conserve rare and unique conservation targets, and should be more resilient in the face of big
changes such as climate change. That is why there is so much
excitement about places like Cheat Mountain and the New
River Gorge—places that achieve all of those benefits.”
The Nature Conservancy recognizes that surrounding
landscapes can be very important to natural preserves. Its
hope is that these areas will be managed sustainably for human uses while the natural ecosystems are maintained.
TNC recently released a study that identifies the forested
areas of eastern North America, from Virginia to Canada’s
Maritime Provinces, that are expected to change, yet should
be the most resilient and remain viable forestland. The study
indicates that the Central Appalachians, including West
Virginia, represent some of the best opportunities for maintaining these resilient landscapes.
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Greenland Gap is a narrow, more than 800-foot-deep cleft
in New Creek Mountain through which the North Fork of
Patterson Creek (a trout stream) flows. This scenic preserve with towering cliffs encompasses 250 acres north of
Petersburg in Grant County. It provides habitat for plants
and animals normally found at higher elevations. A State
Natural Landmark, it was also the site of a small Civil War
battle.
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Diana Kile Green has been active as a volunteer in land conservation for more than 30 years, including 7 years on the board of
the West Virginia Chapter of The Nature Conservancy. She currently works for an energy company in Charleston.

Yankauer Preserve is noted for its oak forests surrounded by
cedar glades.
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(Next Page) Slaty Mountain Preserve protects a globally rare shale
barren plant community.
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